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Although humans are unmatched in their capacity to produce

speech and learn language, comparative approaches in diverse

animalmodelsareabletoshedlightonthebiologicalunderpinnings

of language-relevant traits. In the study of vocal learning, a trait

crucial for spoken language, passerine birds have been the

dominant models, driving invaluable progress in understanding the

neurobiology and genetics of vocal learning despite being only

distantly related to humans. To date, there is sparse evidence that

our closest relatives, nonhuman primates have the capability to

learn new vocalisations. However, a number of other mammals

have shown the capacity for vocal learning, such as some

cetaceans, pinnipeds, elephants, and bats, and we anticipate that

with further study more species will gain membership to this

(currently) select club. A broad, cross-species comparison of vocal

learning, coupled with careful consideration of the components

underlying this trait, is crucial to determine how human speech and

spoken language is biologically encoded and how it evolved. We

emphasise the need to draw on the pool of promising species that

havethusfarbeenunderstudiedorneglected.This isbynomeansa

call for fewer studies in songbirds, or an unfocused treasure-hunt,

but rather an appeal for structured comparisons across a range of

species, considering phylogenetic relationships, ecological and

morphological constrains, developmental and social factors, and

neurogenetic underpinnings. Herein, we promote a comparative

approachhighlightingthe importanceofstudyingvocal learning ina

broad range of model species, and describe a common framework

for targeted cross-taxon studies to shed light on the biology and

evolution of vocal learning.
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Human speech and the need for animal
models
Human speech and language acquisition is unparalleled

within the animal kingdom. Human speech is dependent

on the integration of auditory perception and vocal pro-

duction, both during early development for babies learn-

ing their first words [1�,2], and also later in life where

audio-vocal feedback is essential for the maintenance of

accurate speech production [3,4]. Although decades of

research have elucidated many processes involved in

human speech development, the full complexity of the

mechanisms underlying human spoken language acqui-

sition, like the integrated processes by which humans

perceive, memorise, and compare auditory input to then

guide vocal motor production, are still to be understood

[5,6]. Deciphering the biological underpinnings of these

abilities, such as the neuronal circuits or genetic mecha-

nisms driving vocal learning, requires invasive in vivo
studies that are largely technically and/or ethically impos-

sible in humans. Such studies, including single cell

electrophysiology, optogenetics, or genetic manipulations

are essential to gain a thorough understanding of the

biological processes underlying this trait. For this reason,

animal models, in which controlled experiments can

dissect the behavioural, neurological, and genetic com-

ponents of language-relevant traits, are of great

importance.

Vocal learning: a language-relevant trait
An essential component of human speech production and

the acquisition of spoken language is the capacity for

vocal production learning (herein referred to simply as

‘vocal learning’). Vocal learning is defined as the ability to

acquire novel vocalisations or modify existing vocalisa-

tions as a result of auditory experience [7,8]. Vocal learn-

ing is the basis for the capacity to learn sounds and words

used for human speech, but has also been identified in a

handful of nonhuman species. This seemingly straight-

forward definition actually entails a complex multilevel

process including auditory experience, neuronal integra-

tion, and vocal production (Figure 1).

Species-specific peculiarities of sound perception are a

first limiting step for the ability to adjust vocalisations

according to an auditory input. Auditory perception,

including physical sound perception, signal filtering,

and auditory processing, shapes and limits the input for

subsequent neuronal processing of the sound (Figure 1).

Once perceived, vocal signals need to be processed at the

neural level, first being memorised as target sounds, and
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Figure 1
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Conceptualisation of vocal learning. Three levels of organisation

involved in vocal learning are illustrated (signal perception, neuronal

integration, and vocal production) including their individual sublevels.

The surroundings depict some of the hypothesised prerequisites for,

or suggested traits correlated with, vocal learning — for which

experimental evidence is still lacking or scarce.
in later recurrences compared to the auditory percept of

self-emitted vocalisations. Neuro-motor control mecha-

nisms are able to initialise sound production predomi-

nantly via the vocal apparatus. Sound generation can be

achieved by vibrating the vocal folds (phonatory system)

via exhalation (respiratory system), whereby the oscilla-

tion speed of the vocal folds determines the pitch of the

vocalisation. The articulators in the vocal tract are used to

filter the produced sound (filter system), which is a key

step in the process of speech production (Figure 1; [9]).

The accurate interplay between detailed sound percep-

tion, a precise neuronal interface, and a flexible vocal-

motor production apparatus is essential to enable a

dynamic adjustment of vocal emission to previously per-

ceived and memorised auditory targets.

Vocal learning animals
Vocal learning has so far been studied most extensively in

passerines or ‘songbirds’ and this research has provided

invaluable insights into the physiological pathways, evo-

lutionary factors, and gene expression patterns underlying

vocal learning [10�,11��,12,13]. Even though passerines

are not the only vertebrate group, in fact not even the only

order of birds, exhibiting vocal learning, they have some

attributes that have made them a preferred model system.
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Songbirds are easy to keep, breed, and study and have a

remarkable ability to copy detailed and complex song.

Focusing on an easy and widely accessible study organism

has certain benefits. The longstanding, combined focus of

many labs around the world has advanced the study of

vocal learning in songbirds immensely and provided

detailed information about most levels of organisation

from developmental processes and behavioural pheno-

types to morphological structures, brain circuitry, and gene

expression (e.g. [12,14–16,17��]). Ease, accessibility, ame-

nability to study, as well as historic factors, have led to a

strong scientific focus on birds, such that when we per-

formed a survey of published papers on vocal learning

from the last 25 years, we found that papers on birds

represented �84% (n = 378) of all original research articles

(Figure 2a and b). Despite vocal learning also being

identified in bats, pinnipeds, cetaceans, and elephants,

only 38 studies on vocal learning in these species (�8% of

all articles) have been published over the same period

(Figure 2c). Encouragingly, the field now seems to be

expanding to explore these and other less traditional

models that also show intriguing abilities to imitate struc-

ture, spectral content, and timing of acoustic signals.

Several mammalian species found across varied habitats

have shown evidence for vocal learning. Aquatic mammals

(cetaceans, baleen whales, toothed whales, and dolphins)

have shown vocal learning abilities both in the wild and in

captive studies. Evidence for cetacean vocal learning

includes adoption of new vocalisations from parents or

conspecifics, copying new whistle sounds, and novel song

learning and synchronisation [18��]. In singular instances,

pinnipeds (semiaquatic marine mammals), and elephants

(terrestrial mammals) have demonstrated the ability to

imitate human speech [19,20�,21]. Moreover, several spe-

cies of bats (the only mammals capable of self-powered

flight) have shown indications of vocal learning [22��,23��].
Bat species have shown individual and group signatures in

their social calls, imitation of maternal calls by pups, and

adjustment of spectral call parameters after transfer of

animals between social groups [24–26].

Together these examples are already indicative for the

existence of a broad spectrum of vocal learning species.

However, only a small fraction of vertebrate species have

thus far been tested, let alone recognised for their vocal

learning abilities. For some mammals only one or a

handful of individuals were ever reported to exhibit vocal

learning. Nevertheless, if the observation is meaningful,

it can be enough to establish a whole species as vocal

learners with value for further study, as was the case for

elephants [19]. These incidental observations should

raise awareness for the large number of species that are

possibly overlooked for their potential.

The vocal learning continuum
Despite a gradual increase in numbers of recognised vocal

learning species, the method of classification of these
t trait in need of a broad cross-species approach, Curr Opin Behav Sci (2018), https://doi.org/
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Figure 2
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Primary research articles on ‘vocal learning’ from 1991 to 2016. (a) The presented numbers resulted from a search in the Web of Science Core

Collection. The search term ‘vocal learning’ produced a total of 580 results in the section ‘articles’ (from 1970 to 2016), when searched for in

‘topic’. Between 1970 and 1990 only 14 articles were published (precisely 2 studies on zebra finches, 8 on other bird species, 1 study on a

monkey species, and 3 nonprimary research papers), which were excluded from the presented results. We further manually excluded a total of

117 papers, of which 93 did not present primary research (methodological, modelling, reviews, opinion paper, etc.), 22 were studies on humans,

and 1 study each was on frogs and cichlid fish. (b) This led us to a total of 449 peer-reviewed articles between 1991 and 2016. The articles were

categorised into three vertebrate groups (birds, nonhuman primates, and nonprimate mammals) and the total number of peer-reviewed articles for

each category is given in the graphic. (c) The three categories were split to provide more detail about the studied taxa within each group. Note

that different search platforms might produce slightly different results to these numbers, which were mined from Web of Science, however the

same search performed using a different platform (Pubmed) returned very similar numbers.
species has only marginally changed over time. Vocal

learning species are still frequently described bimodally

as being either vocal learners or nonleaners. More valu-

able however is the idea of a vocal learning continuum —

which has previously been proposed as a continuous

distribution of species with increasing complexity of vocal

learning ability [27]. Although the continuum has been

represented as a two dimensional scale, it is probably

better thought of as a multidimensional space in which

each species has differing abilities and limitations. The

vocal learning continuum must take into account capaci-

ties and constraints at all levels of organisation; auditory

perception, neuronal interface, and vocal-motor produc-

tion (Figure 1). And as noted previously, a large propor-

tion of species are expected to cluster at the low end of

the vocal learning continuum [27]. Considering where
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each species falls on this hypothetical continuum —

including nonlearning species — will provide much

greater insight into shared and divergent characteristics

of each animal than a bimodal classification system, and

thus greater potential for success in the comparative

approach.

A proposed theoretical framework
To extract the most benefit from the comparative

approach, a theoretical framework should be established,

which enables the structured search for parallels and

divergences between species at multiple levels and ulti-

mately allows the full understanding of the communica-

tive system and its evolution. Here, we attempt to

develop a framework that could be built upon to facilitate
t trait in need of a broad cross-species approach, Curr Opin Behav Sci (2018), https://doi.org/
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Figure 3
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A proposed theoretical framework: levels at which vocal learning can be studied and associated exemplary questions. The field of vocal learning is

of interest for different research areas and is thus approached from different angles. The detailed study of one organism on all these levels (e.g.

zebra finches) is important and leads to the in-depth understanding of a confined model system. However, comprehensive across species

comparisons within each of these levels will advance the understanding of the evolution and transferable requirements for vocal learning as a

whole.
a focused research approach when studying species for

their vocal learning ability (Figure 3).

For each species the following could be considered and

compared:

1. WHAT makes a species a vocal learner? Which acous-

tic signals do they imitate and how do they change

their vocalisations?

Some animals are capable of copying only species-

specific sounds, for example, zebra finches learn a short

stereotyped song that they faithfully repeat through-

out their lifetime [28,29]. By comparison, nightingales

learn a massive repertoire of sounds that they combine

into song in a flexible manner [30]. Not all forms of

vocal learning involve learning from conspecifics as

some species, for example, mockingbirds, are capable

of mimicking the songs of other animals, and some

particularly talented parrots, elephants, and seals can

even mimic human speech (with varying degrees of

success) [19,21,31,32]. Thus it is important to consider

what type of signal an animal is capable of learning and

to what degree the vocal repertoire can be modified. At

one end of the spectrum vocal modifications may

involve subtle changes to the structure and spectral

content of calls that always retain species-specific
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characteristics. At the other extreme are animals that

can learn a dazzling array of vocalisations with seem-

ingly few restrictions.

2. WHEN is vocal learning employed? Are they able to

perform vocal learning during their whole life time or

only in specific sensitive phases? Do they require a

certain type of context, such as conspecific interaction

(e.g. parental influence) or motivation (e.g. presence/

absence of social input)?

Exploring vocal learning abilities at the appropriate

ontogenic stage for each individual species is crucial to

avoid false-negative classifications. Many animals have

been shown to have a flexible learning period early in

life, but lose the ability to imitate new sounds later on

(open- vs. closed-ended learners) [14]. The develop-

mental stage of a potential model species is thus often

a sensitive and limiting factor in the study of vocal

learning as is it possible to overlook vocal learning if an

organism is investigated before it starts producing

imitations (e.g. in the memorising phase), or likewise

when the sensitive phase for auditory template learn-

ing is already over.

In many species only one of the sexes actually uses the

learned vocalisations, for example, in zebra finches,

juvenile male birds learn from an adult male tutor

[14,28]. Social factors can also determine vocal
t trait in need of a broad cross-species approach, Curr Opin Behav Sci (2018), https://doi.org/
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learning, for example, the superb starling shows no

difference in male and female song, but rather differ-

ences in song are attributed to social rank [33]. In bats

where male–male competition is often strongly

expressed and male song is used for territorial defence

and mate attraction [34�], vocal learning might also be

restricted to males, but this assumption should be

rigorously tested in both sexes for bats, and for any

other potential vocal learning species.

Motivation, influenced by the social environment as

well as other factors could also influence the ability of

an animal to learn vocalisations. The first reported

instance of vocal learning in elephants was hypothe-

sised to have occurred because of deprivation of con-

specific company at a particularly sensitive time point

during development [19]. Social interactions or a con-

specific rich/poor environment might therefore have a

strong influence on the expression, and thus visibility,

of vocal learning. If the animal is not sufficiently

motivated or there is not enough pressure on the

animal to learn and modify their vocal outputs, an

animal may appear unable to learn vocalisations, even

though the required genetics, morphological, and neu-

ronal structures are present.

3. HOW can vocal learning be expressed by the organ-

ism? Are they subject to physical constraints that

impact their auditory perception? How do neural cir-

cuitry and gene expression facilitate the required

complex processes? How precise is the control of

the vocal production apparatus and are there morpho-

logical/production constraints?

Morphological (e.g. vocal and/or auditory apparatus),

neurobiological and genetic factors shape the biology

of an animal, allowing it to perform the complex task of

vocal learning. Studies comparing these factors across

songbirds and humans have suggested deep-homology

in neural circuitry (e.g. cortico-basal ganglia circuits)

and genetics (e.g. the FOXP2 gene) that point to

convergent evolutionary mechanisms [5,12,35]. How-

ever, investigation of these features in a broad range of

species is needed to determine if these mechanisms

are common to all vocal learners. Identifying morphol-

ogy, gene pathways, and brain structures in one

declared vocal learner group is not enough to declare

them a prerequisite for vocal learning in general. For

example, the notion of ‘the structure of a vocal learning

brain’ is to be taken with caution as it is currently, by

necessity, largely based on data from a limited number

of closely related bird species [12,17��,36]. In order to

find structures, circuits, and genes that enable vocal

learning, these traits need to be compared at similar

resolution across a range of vocal learners, preferably

across distinct evolutionary clades.

Such studies can also point to reasons why some

species are not vocal learners. For example, the

morphological differences in the vocal tract of

humans and nonhuman primates have long been
Please cite this article in press as: Lattenkamp EZ, Vernes SC: Vocal learning: a language-relevan
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posited as a limiting factor in the ability of primates to

produce human-like vocalisations. Recent work has

shown however that a nonhuman primate vocal tract

is capable of producing speech-like sounds showing

that it is instead likely that differences in the neuro-

nal wiring underlying vocal learning and vocal-motor

control caused the gap in vocal learning capacity

between humans and our closest primate relatives

[37��,38].
4. WHO else is capable of vocal learning? Which of the

close relatives of these species shows comparable vocal

learning abilities? How is this trait distributed in the

phylogeny of the focal species?

As can be seen from Figure 2, animals with evidence

for vocal learning are spread across the evolutionary

tree. However, outside of birds, evidence often comes

from one or a few animal species within an order. For

example, four species of bats have good evidence as

vocal learners, another handful of species are thought

to be promising for the study of vocal learning, but to

date no bat species has been confirmed as a vocal

nonlearner [22��,23��,34�]. Identifying the distribution

of this trait (in its different incarnations as discussed

above), and determining which species do not display

the trait, will be crucial to pinpointing the biological

factors necessary and sufficient for vocal learning and

for understanding how this trait evolved.

5. WHY did vocal learning evolve? Which ecological

conditions and resulting evolutionary pressures cause

a species to gain or lose the capacity for vocal learning?

Previously several evolutionary benefits of vocal learn-

ing have been proposed [39]. However, which ecologi-

cal conditions support sexual selection for the genera-

tion of a broader call repertoire or create the need for

increased information-sharing will have to be investi-

gated across a diverse range of species-specific habitat

and living conditions. Taken together, understanding

which species have the capacity for vocal learning, how

they express the trait at a behavioural level, and the

biological factors that underlie this trait will shed light

on the evolutionary pressures that caused species to

gain or lose this complex and evolutionarily expensive

trait.

While this framework is by no means exhaustive, if

these and related questions are addressed for every

species studied for their ability to perform vocal learn-

ing, a comparative approach could yield a detailed and

informed assignment of different species along the

vocal learning continuum. We emphasise that not all of

the above-mentioned levels of vocal learning need to

be addressed for the comparative approach to work,

but they could serve as a research guide. A framework

such as this will be key to allow metaanalyses across

multiple species, which will be crucial for a clear

understanding of the evolution and biological encod-

ing of vocal learning, human speech, and spoken

language.
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Advantages of the broad comparative
approach
With a nuanced approach to the multidimensional con-

tinuum of vocal learning abilities and more in-depth

understanding of the contributing biological factors, will

also come the ability to understand the larger forces

shaping this trait over evolutionary time. Several traits

have previously been identified as frequently co-occur-

ring with, and thus hypothesised to be important for, the

evolution of vocal learning (Figure 1), but comparative

studies are absolutely essential to test such hypotheses.

With a broader comparative approach that studies the

array of vocal learning abilities in a wide range of species

we can begin to answer questions like: Is rhythm percep-

tion and rhythmicality an evolutionary prerequisite for, or

by-product of, vocal learning [20�,40,41��,42]? How

important are the roles of neuronal and motor timing

[11��,43,44]? Is it a coincidence that several established

vocal learners use echolocation [45]? Is the co-occurrence

of vocal learning and turn-taking incidental or required

[46,47]? Is vocal learning facilitated by, or even a neces-

sary consequence of, specific social structures in verte-

brate groups [48,49�,50]? And finally what are the factors

necessary and sufficient for the emergence of vocal learn-

ing? Questions like these cannot be answered by studying

only one model system or a small number of phylogenet-

ically closely related species, but must be investigated in

many species across multiple different taxa.

Therefore, we here reiterate the need for a broader

comparative approach applied to the study of vocal learn-

ing, in which species are compared depending on their

evolutionary history, their ecological and morphological

constraints, and their neuronal and genetic underpin-

nings. Only comparative studies between species with

either, shared expression of vocal learning and different

underlying mechanisms or shared evolutionary con-

straints and similar morphological and neurogenetic setup

but varying degree of vocal learning, will lead to an in-

depth understanding of all factors that are necessary and

sufficient for the evolution of vocal learning.
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